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Workshop Objectives
Today’s focus:
•

routines and strategies that maximize student engagement and
support a mindful and connected classroom community

•

differentiated and scaffolded supports for comprehensive
literacy instruction

•

engaging literacy activities that foster language and literacy
development for all students

co-planned this workshop's objectives
in consultation with SD 60’s POPEY District Partners
POPEY

How to Spend More Time in the Learning Zone
Creating a spiral to ever-increasing capabilities:

✓ we must believe that we CAN improve (growth mindset)

✓ we must WANT to improve at that particular skill (purpose)

✓ we must have an idea of HOW & WHAT we can do to improve
‣

deliberate practice

✓ we must be in a low-stakes situation where mistakes are
to be EXPECTED
‣

welcome and examine mistakes as opportunities for practice, revision and learning

TEDTalk: How To Get Better at the Things You Care About

What Do You Need Today?
Reflect on your own

Think and write about what your goal(s) are for
today’s workshop.

Goals for
Today

Turn, Talk & Share!
share your goals
with your table

Building a Supportive, Connected
& Engaged Classroom Community

Creating a Responsive & Caring Classroom
The social curriculum (i.e. Core Competencies) are important skills & traits that
children need in order to be successful academically and socially
How children learn is as important as what children learn, which should
include opportunities for play and choice
Cognitive growth occurs through social interaction, including
opportunities to solve differences of opinion &/or conflict
Provide a strong infrastructure of routines and guidelines

Adapted from - The First Six Weeks of School - Denton & Kriete & Purposeful Play - Mraz, Porcelli & Tyler

continued...

Creating a Responsive & Caring Classroom
...continued

Knowing the children we teach is as important as knowing the content we
teach - which can be done through play.
Class meetings can be a forum for community building, sharing, reflection
and modelling problem solving strategies
Teach with independence in mind through reading/writing workshop &
literacy centres

Adapted from - The First Six Weeks of School - Denton & Kriete & Purposeful Play - Mraz, Porcelli & Tyler

The Morning Meeting

•

helps children feel welcome

•

sets the tone for the day

•

creates a climate of trust

•

increases student confidence and investment in learning

•

provides a meaningful context for teaching and practicing academic skills

•

encourages cooperation, inclusion

•

improves children’s communication skills

•

room for great variation from day to day, within a very predictable format

From - The First Six Weeks of School - Denton & Kriete

The Morning Meeting Format

Greeting –

children greet each other

(handshakes, clapping, singing, etc.)

Sharing - students

share some news of interest & respond to each other

(e.g. Summer Souvenir Sharing)

Group Activity

– whole class does a short activity together, building
class cohesion through active participation
News & Announcements –

students develop language skills and learn
about the events in the day ahead by reading/discussing a daily
message posted by their teacher (doubles as reading/writing instruction)

From - The First Six Weeks of School - Denton & Kriete

Share a Favourite Book!
Think of a book you've read recently and enjoyed, or an old
favourite that you re-read occasionally.
Go around your table group and take turns sharing either...

" a connection you made to that book, or
" a visualization you had while reading it, or
" a transformation you experienced during or after reading it

Is there a common thread to your sharing?

Brain Friendly Classrooms & Schools
!safe and secure environments
•
•

predictable routines & conditions
emotional respect

!collaboration
•
•
•

safe social collaboration
daily opportunities to use dialogue
listening attentively & respecting ideas

!firsthand & multi-sensory experiences
•
•

doing the “real thing”
promote brain growth and neural connections

!choice and self-directedness
•
•
•

Adapted from - The Motivated Brain - Gregory & Kaufeldt

empowering & engaging
take responsibility for learning
releases dopamine

Brain-Compatible Activities
Engaging all four of the learning modalities:

Auditory

Tactile

Kinesthetic

Visual

Discussions
Drawing/artwork
Games
Manipulatives
Movement
From - Formative Assessment in a Brain-Compatible Classroom - Tate

Music, rhythm, rhyme
Role-plays, drama, charades
Storytelling
Writing/journals

Student Centred-Learning
Engaging the brain helps to increase students' intrinsic motivation.
To keep their attention, teachers should:
! provide choices
! provide change of location
! provide balance of novelty and ritual
! make learning relevant
! make learning personal
! make learning engaging - emotional, energetic, physical

Adapted from - Teaching with the Brain in Mind - Jensen

Engagement through Personalized Learning
• allowing everyone to be heard
• giving time for students to
tease out their own ideas
• understanding & empathy

• not limited to the experts in
the classroom
• looking at varying points of
view
• “messy”
• “research & development”

Adapted from - Students at the Center - Personalized Learning with Habits of Mind - Kallick & Zmuda

• students have a seat at the
design table & join in on OUR
learning
• flexibility
• persistence

• how am I learning?
• learning about ourselves as
learners
• seeking meaning in what is to
be learned

Strategies and Routines
to Support Reading Development

Think About Yourself as a Reader
You probably:

choose what you want to read
! read for a variety of purposes
! have opportunities to read for long periods of time
! respond through reflection, conversation, and collaboration
! sometimes share your thinking and insights with others
!

think about how you can provide your
students with these same opportunities...

From - Reading with Meaning: Teaching Comprehension in the Primary Grades - Miller

BC's Curriculum - Reading Standards
English Language Arts Curriculum

Curricular Competencies

read fluently at grade level (1-3)
reading, listening, and viewing strategies
foundational concepts of print, oral and visual texts
engage actively as listeners, viewers, and readers
story in First Peoples' cultures

Content

structure of story (K-1)
elements of story (2-3)
literary elements and devices
reading strategies
phonemic and phonological awareness (K-1)
all have elaborations for additional instructional information

The Developmental Stages of Reading
Early
• pretend, imitate & practice reading behaviours
• become familiar with words, letters & rhymes
• begin to understand concepts of print
Emergent
• know that print represents sounds & words
• know how sounds translate into letters & letter clusters
• understand most concepts of print
• know how to break words into letters &/or sounds
• develop decoding & problem solving skills
• acquire a collection of high frequency words
• rely on pictures, initial consonants and other cues
Fluent
• stronger decoding skills
• identify words with greater skill & ease
• apply more complex comprehension strategies
• cueing systems to support comprehension
• have a bigger bank of sight words
Adapted from - A Guide to Effective Instruction in Writing - K-3 - Ontario Education

Reading Demands a Two-Pronged Attack

READING
Decoding

Thinking

Phonemic Awareness

Comprehension

Spelling, Vocabulary

Constructing meaning

Fluency

Metacognition

Mastering the Code

Making Meaning

*your Word Work study will help support Mastering the Code

We need to teach students that reading is thinking.
From - Reading Power - Gear

Effective Routines for Developing Word Solvers
Students should have daily experiences with:
‣

scaffolded reading and writing activities

‣

alphabet games, stories, poems and songs

‣

predictable charts

‣

sound activities - sorting, blending, substituting, matching

‣

letter and word sorts

‣

making words activities

‣

word and sentence segmenting activities

‣

syllable sorting and segmenting activities

‣

word wall activities

‣

word guessing games

Adapted from - Comprehensive Literacy Resource for Kindergarten; Grades 1-2 Teachers - Trehearne

Profile of a Proficient Reader
A good reader is metacognitive. A good reader...

•

Makes connections

•

Asks questions

•

Visualizes

•

Determines importance

•

Draws inferences

•

Analyzes and synthesizes

•

Monitors comprehension
We need to explicitly, and repeatedly,
model how good readers use these skills.

From - Reading Power - Gear

Scaffolded Support for Reading
Independent Reading

Reading BY Children

Guided Reading

Reading WITH Children

Literacy Centres
Book Clubs

Reading Together

Shared Reading

Reading WITH Children

Active Read Aloud

Reading TO Children

Possible Reading Goals
PRE-EMERGENT & EMERGENT READERS
engagement

fluency

using sources of information

conversation

writing about reading

comprehension

fiction

non-fiction

plot & setting

main idea

characters

details

vocabulary

vocabulary

themes & ideas

features of text

Adapted from - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Reading Workshop/Reading Block Structure

HOW the classroom runs

minilesson/
focus
lesson

Teacher is:

sharing
" teacher
" students
celebration

Students are:

• conferring with students
• reading privately
• teaching small groups
read to self
• providing mid-workshop small • reading with a partner
teaching moments
read to someone

independent reading time

Adapted from: Units of Study - Writing - Calkins & Mindsets and Moves - Goldberg & The Daily Five - Boushey & Moser

Reading Mini-Lesson Format
Connection
•
•
•

connect the context of the day’s teaching with the work the class has been doing
name the teaching point for the lesson - expect and look out for nonfiction keywords
about 1 minute

Teach

•
•
•

crystallize what you plan to teach in this mini-lesson - today’s goal & steps to reach it
provide concrete instruction to demonstrate today’s skill or strategy
2-3 minutes

Active Engagement
•
•
•

“Now you try it” - and provide students with a little bit of guided practice (scaffolded learning)
everyone has a go, working with a partner or small group, while the teacher listens and coaches
2-3 minutes

Link
•
•
•

re-state the teaching point – connect it to not just today, but every day
they go and do their own work – working independently & collaboratively with their partners
about 1 minute

Format from - Units of Study for Teaching Writing - Calkins

= 10 minutes

Parts of the Reading Workshop - Nonfiction Sample
Connection
Explain that learning about a topic involves understanding the language
that explains it.
Cite the kids’ abilities to talk the lingo of a high-interest topic
(skateboarding, basketball, dogs…) - very quick oral discussion/sharing
Name the teaching point:
Even before readers start to read a new nonfiction book, they think,
“What keywords do I expect to run into?” and they make a little list.
Later, when they see one of those words in the book, they don’t get
stuck. Instead, they think, “I knew that word would be here!”

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Parts of the Reading Workshop - Nonfiction Sample
Teaching

Brainstorm a set of words you’re likely to encounter in the book
you’re about to read, and model getting stuck on one, once you
start reading the book out loud.
“Lets think of the words we already know about this topic.
We should try talk the talk of tigers.
What are some keywords that we might already know?”

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Parts of the Reading Workshop - Nonfiction Sample
Active Engagement

Set children up to anticipate keywords in new books, and then
coach them as they read on the lookout for the keywords.
“It’s time to try this in your own book - for real, with a brand new text!
Get ready to talk the talk of your new book by thinking about what
keywords you’ll probably meet inside the book.”
(get students to work with a partner)

“Now, begin to read just the first part of your book together, and be on
the lookout for those keywords you’re expecting to see.”
“Those keywords are helping you talk the talk right from the start!”

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Parts of the Reading Workshop - Nonfiction Sample
Link

Bring the readers back together to restate the teaching point,
and remind them they can use this skill moving forward.
“Readers, I can hear and see that you are starting to anticipate
the keywords you’ll find when you read your new books.
You are growing knowledge about a topic right away.”

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Read-Aloud

image from amazon.ca

Talk the
Talk

• in partners/groups & with your own non-fiction books
• think about the lingo you’re going to find in your books
• talk the talk of your topic
What words might I run into?

" What are some keywords that we already know?
• read your book with your partner/group - notice when you read the lingo
you brainstormed!

Adapted from - Units of Study in Reading Grade 2 - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

Fostering Comprehension in ALL Readers
Kids need:
✓A

great deal of time spent reading

✓ Experience

reading real texts for real reasons

✓ Experience

reading a range of text genres that we want students to
be able to comprehend

✓A

setting rich in vocabulary development through reading, experience, and
discussions of words and their meanings

✓A

setting rich in high-quality talk about texts that have been read

✓ Lots

of time spent writing texts for others to read
Readers read longer to get stronger!

Adapted from - What Really Matters in RTI - Allington

Books, Community & the Core Competencies
Read alouds and mentor texts can help build literacy skills
and a sense of community

easy & fun way to be more intentional about supporting the Core Competencies
stimulates natural curiosity
helps children to better understand concepts & life’s experiences
promotes insights into human behaviours, emotions, learning situations…
helps to develop social, problem-solving, communication, & thinking skills
helps children to acquire, practice & become fluent in these skills

Can be used as starting points for embedding the
Core Competencies into everyday classroom activities

Adapted from - Using Children’s Books to Support Social-Emotional Development - NAEYC

Turn & Talk - Reflect, Record & Share
How can the 10-minute Reading Workshop mini-lesson work as a
scaffolded reading support framework for you & your students?

Insights

?

Questions

Share your thoughts with your group.

Next Steps

Strategies and Routines
to Support Writing Development

Imagine if we didn’t engage babies in conversations until
they could correctly pronounce whole sentences.

If we don’t engage youngsters in the real work
of writing … until they can accurately write whole
sentences, we risk slowing their learning.
From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

The Developmental Stages of Writing
Early
• oral language can equal print
• understanding concepts of print
• imitates adult writing

Emergent
• begins to understand the purpose for writing
• expresses ideas in simple sentences
•uses some basic writing forms
•writing is used to communicate a message
• often uses inventive spelling

Fluent
• writes for a variety of purposes
•uses forms for the appropriate audience
•follows the steps of the writing process
• uses a variety of spelling strategies
• groups sentences into paragraphs
Adapted from:A Guide to Effective Instruction in Writing - K-3 - Ontario Education

A Learning Pathway for Young Writers
Some children…
will draw and write as motor activities
will convey meaning in their drawings, but if they write at all, it may be
unclear what their marks say
will write - but seem to use random letters
know some letters and sounds but don’t yet write them
label drawings - but don’t yet write readable sentences
write all-about books and stories (and other genres too)
Adapted from - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

A Learning Pathway for Young Writers
Some children will draw and write as motor activities
We need to help these children grasp the idea that texts carry
messages, that pictures and words hold stories and information.

Our first goal will be to help them approach the page with an intention to convey meaning
If youngsters are not encoding meaning into their drawings and their approximations of
writing - helping them to do this will be our focus

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Scaffolded Support for Writing
Independent Writing

Writing BY Children

Guided Writing

Writing WITH Children

Literacy Centres
Writing Workshop Partners

Writing Together

Shared &/or Interactive
Writing

Writing WITH Children

Modelled Writing

Writing FOR Children

Possible Writing Goals

composing with pictures

focus & meaning

engagement

organization & structure

elaboration

conventions - spelling

generating ideas

working with writing partners

word choice

conventions - grammar & punctuation

*this work doesn’t just occur during Writing time - it can happen during Word Work & Reading time too
Adapted from - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

Writing Block Structure

HOW the classroom runs
sharing

minilesson

Teacher is:

• conferring with students
• teaching small groups
• providing mid-workshop
small teaching moments

" teacher
" students
celebration

Students are:

• writing privately
• working with writing
partners (conferring,
editing, etc.)

independent writing time

Adapted from: Units of Study - Writing - Calkins & TCWRP and Mindsets and Moves - Goldberg

Writing Mini-Lesson Format
Connection
think about what you noticed about the mentor text - encourage kids to do the same
name the teaching point for the lesson
about 1 minute

•
•
•

Teach

•
•
•

model out loud - think-plan-write
don't just say what you want them to do - talk your writing process out loud
2-3 minutes

Active Engagement
•
•
•

where the learner becomes part of the learning - turn and try it with a partner, in the air, etc.
everyone has a go - with support (whole-class sharing = more demonstration)
2-3 minutes

Link
•
•
•

re-state the teaching point – connect it to not just today, but every day
they go and do their own writing – working independently & collaboratively with their partners
about 1 minute

Format from - Units of Study for Teaching Writing - Calkins

=10 minutes

Launching the Writing Workshop
We Are All Writers:
Putting Ideas on Paper with Pictures and Words

“Writers write to make stuff - stories and teaching books.
And this year, you are going to write books as well.
So from this day forward, I’m going to call you writers.”
“Of course, if I’m going to call you writers, you’ll need time to
actually write, to make stuff - stories and teaching books.”
“So every day we’ll have a writing workshop.
We’ll gather here to learn what writers do.”
From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Parts of the Writing Workshop
Connection
Show the children different kinds of books, pointing out that writers
wrote them all. Tell children that this year, they’ll write too, producing
books like those in your meeting area.
Point out that if you are going to call children writers, they need time
to write, and use that to introduce the daily structure of a writing
workshop.
Name the teaching point.
“You think of something you know about, and then with
drawings and writing, you put what you know on the paper.”
From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Parts of the Writing Workshop
Teaching

Demonstrate how you go about making a teaching text - coming up
with topics, then picturing those topics, and then getting ready to
put what you know on the page.
“I could write about TV shows or dogs or bikes. I have
a bike so I could teach other people about bikes.
Now I am going to put what I know on the page by
drawing my bike and writing about it.”
From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Parts of the Writing Workshop
Active Engagement

Channel writers to think of a topic they could teach others and to
tell what they might put on their page.
“Right now, think of what you know that you could teach others.
Picture it…tell the people near you what you will draw and write
about in your teaching piece.
Writers, after you picture your topic, you need to put it on the
paper. You can draw it and write words.”
(show a sample non-fiction text)
From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Parts of the Writing Workshop
Link

Remind children that they can write to teach people things,
just like grown-ups.

“It’s not just grown-ups who can write
to teach people things.
You can each write about something you know,
teaching others about that topic.”
From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Mentor Text Read-Aloud
Buddy Book
Walk

image from amazon.ca

Keeping
Your
Friends!

Talking points for you (and your students):

• social language, kindness, being polite
Oral rehearsal / discussion:

• what are ways to make and keep friends?
Collaborative Creation / Writing:

•make a book called How To Keep All Your Friends

From - Building Speech and Language Capacity Resource - CCSD

POPEY Activity Packs

Kee
p
How to Lose
Buddy Book
Walk

All Your Friends
1. Smile a lot
2. Be happy
3. Share your things
4. Speak kindly to others
5. Be a good sport

What We Know About Writing Development
Kids need:
" extensive

opportunities to write on topics they care about

" explicit

and sequenced instruction that helps them progress along a
learning continuum

" critical

feedback that helps them know next steps

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Effective Routines for Writing Instruction
Students need exposure and practice with:
‣ oral

language skills

‣ activating

prior knowledge and experience

‣ understanding

audience and purpose for writing

‣ understanding

the writing process

‣ understanding

the elements of writing

‣ applying

higher-order thinking skills

‣ applying

word work activities into writing tasks

‣ exposure

to a variety of text forms, genres, formats and electronic

media

Adapted from - A Guide to Effective Instruction in Writing - K-3 - Ontario Education

Turn & Talk - Reflect, Record & Share
How can the 10-minute Writing Workshop mini-lesson work as a
scaffolded reading support framework for you & your students?

Insights

?

Questions

Share your thoughts with your group.

Next Steps

Strategies and Routines
to Support Oral Language Development

The Language Classroom
!

!

Daily open-ended questions with opportunities for many children to
participate
Model speaking in sentences and require students to answer in
complete sentences

!

Read aloud to students daily, introducing new vocabulary as you go

!

Scaffolded support - I read, we read, you read

!

Speaking, listening, reading, writing activities daily

!

Play language games

From - Nancy Updegraff - Snapshots of Oral Language Development - Learning Sciences International

Daily Book Talks
The teacher models and demonstrates topics or questions
during daily informal conversations about books:

I liked it when...
I didn't understand when...
My favourite part was...
I thought it was funny when...
I liked...
S/he was really...
I learned about...
I think the character was sad because...
This story reminded me of the time when I...
From - Building Speech and Language Capacity Resource - CCSD

Oral Language Supports the Components of Word Work
concepts of print
• letters
• books
• left-to-right directionality
phonological awareness
• sentence awareness
• word awareness
• syllable awareness (onset & rime)
• rhyme awareness
• phonemic awareness (sound level of words)

letter knowledge & sounds
• letters
• letter names
• letter sounds
• letter-sound correspondence
• letter formation
• upper case & lower case

Adapted from - Units of Study in Phonics - Calkins, Louis & The Reading and Writing Project & POPEY Language Games to Support Phonological Awareness

word knowledge/word solving
• blending
• segmenting
• word patterns
• word families
• vocabulary

high frequency words
• find & use
• read
• write
• learn

Solving Words
Through

Observe & Notice What Students
Know, Understand & Can Do
! letter/sound

knowledge

! phonological

awareness

! word

knowledge/word solving

! recognizing

familiar words

! building
! taking

words

words apart

! analyzing

words

These four components work in concert to
support students’ overall literacy development
Adapted from: Comprehensive Literacy Resource for Kindergarten & Grades 1-2 Teachers - Trehearne & BC Curriculum - ELA Curriculum

Oral Language and Word Work - Name Study
Our name is the first word we loved.
We can study our names as an entry point for learning letters and writing other things.

✓

Write down your name

Rebecca

✓ Work with your neighbours to see how many words you
can make out of the letters in each person’s name:
‣ high frequency words - are, be
‣ cvc words - car, bar
‣ cvce words - care, bare
‣ blends or digraphs - barb
‣ vowel teams/pairs - beer
‣ homophones - bare, bear

Listening & Speaking
Students learn by listening AND responding
to others.

interaction is key - in order to gain deeper understanding
interactive skills help:
to create good dialogue
to make collaboration possible
to facilitate problem-solving

Adapted from - The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum Expanded Edition - Fountas & Pinnell

Social Communication
Language for social communication allows children:

!to work and play together
!to value each other
!to manage their relationships
In social situations language is used to:

enter and leave interactions
negotiate
agree and disagree
offer opinions
provide explanations
initiate and respond to verbal exchanges
From - Time for Talk Resource Package: Department of Education - Western Australia

Students Learn By Talking
Talking represents the student’s thinking.
We engage students in conversation that is grounded
in a variety of texts - those that students read, hear
read aloud, or write - and that expands their ability to
comprehend ideas and use language to share thinking.

From - The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum Expanded Edition - Fountas & Pinnell

Strategies for EffectiveBuddy
TalkBook
Discussion Guidelines

Walk

create a set of guidelines with students about what makes
for good discussion

Sentence Stems

give students sentence starters to help them build richer vocabulary,
speak in full sentences, and interact more with one another

Talking Points

engage students by having them respond to a controversial statement,
instead of a yes/no question

Groupings

consider different ways to group students (pairs, trios, etc.) to yield
different types of conversations

Oracy in the Classroom: Strategies for Effective Talk - Edutopia

Strategies for EffectiveBuddy
TalkBook
Walk

Discussion Guidelines

create a set of guidelines with students about what makes
for good discussion
always respect each others’ ideas
invite someone to contribute by asking a question
give proof of listening
clarify, challenge, summarize, and build on each others’ ideas
be prepared to change your mind

Oracy in the Classroom: Strategies for Effective Talk - Edutopia

Strategies for Effective Talk

Buddy Book
Walk

Sentence Stems

give students sentence starters to help them build richer vocabulary,
speak in full sentences, and interact more with one another

I think…
Linking to…
I agree / disagree with…
What do you mean by…?
teach students to build on
what others are saying

Oracy in the Classroom: Strategies for Effective Talk - Edutopia

Strategies for Effective Talk
Talking Points

Buddy Book
Walk

engage students by having them respond to a controversial statement,
instead of a yes/no question

Grab a popsicle stick from your Activity Pack

Get up and find a Popsicle Partner from another table

Oracy in the Classroom: Strategies for Effective Talk - Edutopia

Strategies for Effective Talk - Talking Points
Buddy Book Walk

Discuss these talking points with your popsicle partner:

Would you rather be too hot or too cold? Why?
Non-fiction books are better than fiction books.
Ping pong is better than hockey.
Would you rather have a party or go on a trip? Why?
Vegetables are better than desserts.

Oracy in the Classroom: Strategies for Effective Talk - Edutopia

Effective Routines for Developing Oral Language
Students should have daily experiences with:
"

having time to talk

"

open-ended questions - with opportunities for all children to participate

"

scaffolded speaking, listening, reading and writing activities

"

discussions about independent reading & writing

"

listening to educators model speaking in complete sentences

"

language games, word-play activities, drama centre, role plays, sharing…

"

using pictures to generate, reinforce & link new language and vocabulary

Adapted from - Comprehensive Literacy Resource Book - Kindergarten - Trehearne & Nancy Updegraff - Learning Sciences International

Comprehensive Literacy Instruction Principles
It is important to consider:
!students learn by talking
!students need to process large amounts of written language
!reading & comprehension is expanded through talking & writing
!learning deepens when students are reading, talking, and writing
across the curriculum

Adapted From - The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum - Fountas & Pinnell

Scaffolded Support

Gradually releasing responsibility to children as
they gain expertise, teaching a few strategies of
great consequence in depth over time, and giving
children the gifts of time, choice, response,
community, and structure.

From - Reading with Meaning: Teaching Comprehension in the Primary Grades - Miller

How to Help Students Spend More Time in the Learning Zone
Creating a spiral to ever-increasing capabilities:
✓ they must believe that they CAN improve
‣

growth mindset

✓ they must WANT to improve at that particular skill
‣

purpose - context, meaning, connection to the WHY

✓ they must have an idea of HOW & WHAT they can do to improve

explicit instruction, demonstration & modelling
‣ time for deliberate practice
‣

✓ they must be in a low-stakes situation where mistakes are to
be EXPECTED
‣

welcome and examine mistakes as opportunities for practice, revision and learning

TEDTalk: How To Get Better at the Things You Care About

Today we Looked at…
Strategies, resources and ideas for:
•

routines and strategies that maximize student engagement and
support a mindful and connected classroom community

•

differentiated and scaffolded supports for comprehensive
literacy instruction

•

engaging literacy activities that foster language and literacy
development for all students

Final Thoughts…
Next Steps
one thing I am willing to try…

?

Questions
Is there anything you'd like
to learn more about?

POPEY
Provincial Outreach Program
for the Early Years

Lisa Thomas

www.popey.ca

lisa@popey.ca

*additional resources to support today’s learning
are at the back of the eHandout

@POPEYBC

popeybc

pinterest.ca/popeybc

Additional POPEY Docs to Support
Comprehensive Reading - Activities & Levels of Support

Comprehensive Writing - Activities & Levels of Support

Literacy Instructional Strategies

Planning Strategies to Consider

Planning & Strategies to Support English Language Learners

Universal Design for Learning Supports

Language Games to Support Phonological Awareness

K-3 Literacy Centre Ideas

Sources

unless otherwise noted, images from:
Educlips

Info Links
more info links are available on our website

A Guide to Effective Instruction in Reading - K-3 - Ontario Education
A Guide to Effective Instruction in Writing - K-3 - Ontario Education
Time for Talk Resource Package: Department of Education - Western Australia
Using Children’s Books to Support Social-Emotional Development - NAEYC

Videos
more videos are available on our website

TEDTalk - How to Get Better at the Things You Care About
If Kids Made the Classroom Rules
Oracy in the Classroom: Strategies for Effective Talk - Edutopia
4 Year Old’s Problem with New Year’s Resolutions

Presenter Media
Storyblocks

unless otherwise noted, images from:

Books

Educlips
Presenter Media
Storyblocks

What Really Matters in RTI - Allington
The Daily Five - Boushey & Moser
Building Speech and Language Capacity - Calgary Catholic School District
Units of Study in Reading - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project
Units of Study in Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project
The First Six Weeks of School - Denton & Kriete
The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum - Fountas & Pinnell
Reading Power - Gear
Mindsets & Moves - Goldberg
The Motivated Brain - Gregory & Kaufeldt
Teaching with the Brain in Mind - Jensen
Catching Readers Before They Fall - Johnson & Keier
Students at the Center - Personalized Learning with Habits of Mind - Kallick & Zmuda
Reading with Meaning: Teaching Comprehension in the Primary Grades - Miller
Purposeful Play - Mraz, Porcelli & Tyler
The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo
The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo
Formative Assessment in a Brain-Compatible Classroom - Tate
Comprehensive Literacy Resource for K, 1-2 Teachers - Trehearne
Snapshots of Oral Language Development - Nancy Updegraff (Presentation by Learning Sciences International)

Additional Information
& Support

Word Work Must Be Transferred
The goal of word work instruction is to support kids’ progress
as readers and writers.
"

instruction in Word Work matters because it enables reading & writing

"

the pace & content of your Word Work needs to align with the work the
kids are doing as readers & writers

"

the sequence of your high-frequency words/word wall words should align
with reading & writing instruction

"

your activities should connect:

word work activity

finding words in books

Adapted from - Units of Study in Phonics - Calkins, Louis & The Reading and Writing Project

finding words in their writing

Word Work Needs to be Engaging
There needs to be a connection between what
we teach & what and HOW our students learn.
"

teaching Word Work through the power of good stories helps get the kids
engaged

"

move, touch, clap, sing, & air-write the letters, sounds and words that
you’re teaching

"

use songs, poems, chants, alphabet charts, picture cards, word cards,
word walls, nursery rhymes, & decodable texts - all in repeated and
engaging ways

Adapted from - Units of Study in Phonics - Calkins, Louis & The Reading and Writing Project

Launching the Writing Workshop
Big Ideas:
•

a writer has a meaning to convey and works to put that
meaning onto the page so that:
" the page can be passed to someone else, &
" that person can see what the writer has done and make
meaning from it

writers look at the books that others have written and think
“I could do something like that too!”

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Writing Modes

WHAT we write

different purposes for writing
✓Narrative
‣ real or imagined texts/stories
✦ to tell a story
✓Informational
‣ writing about topics students know or have researched
✦ to explain, describe or inform
✓Persuasive
‣ writing arguments to support claims or opinions
✦ to convince using logic or reason
Adapted from - The Writing Thief - Culham & BC Ministry of Education - ELA Curriculum

Getting Ideas for Stories & Practicing Storytelling
Oral rehearsal (storytelling) helps young writers develop a sense of
storybook language.

Think of something that happened or something you did
Practice telling a partner with a storyteller’s voice
Pictures and words can tell who, where, and what happened
Use speech bubbles
l!

Coo

Wow
!

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Literacy Centres
Centres can help create time for:

student
"
"
"
"

choice
practice
engagement
collaboration

Adapted from - Florida Center for Reading Research

teacher
"small-group

instruction/intervention
"individual instruction/intervention
"student observation & assessment
"collaboration

Important Components of Literacy Centres
!focus on your teaching purpose first
!

think about the practice & purpose - not the materials, activities or “stuff”

!link back to your teaching
!

connect the activities, purpose for instruction, books, etc. from your instruction to the centres

!slow down to speed up

slower pace at the beginning of the year to lay the foundation
! establish routines for independent learning (at least 6 weeks)
!

!balance process and product

students don’t need to create a product at every centre
! opportunities to practice reading & writing at centres should be celebrated
!

!less is more & balance novelty

don’t put out too much stuff all at once - easier for management
! balance new materials - integrate new ideas slowly
!

!simplify
!

keep classroom management & material organization simple

Adapted from - Literacy Work Stations - Making Centers Work - Diller

What Does This Look, Sound & Feel Like?
Literacy Centres should:
look like:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

kids are reading
kids are writing
kids are listening
kids are talking with their
partners/groups
kids are putting things
back in their places
kids stay at their centres
kids are on task
kids know how to get help
from peers - so the
teacher can work with
his/her group

sound like:

• productive buzz
• kids are using softer
voices - so others can
talk and learn
• lots of reading
• lots of writing
• lots of talking about
books
• lots of talking about
writing
• lots of communication &
collaboration

Adapted from - Literacy Work Stations - Making Centers Work - Diller

feel like:

• I can do it!
• I can try new things!
• I can keep working at
what I’ve learned
• calm & productive
• comfortable

Implementing & Managing Literacy Centres
to consider during pre-planning:
flexible groups based on assessment & observation
activities at centres identified through assessment & observation
pre-designed centre management system

to consider as centres are running:
implementation of centre management system
explicit instructions for centre activities
classroom organization
management of transitions
system for student accountability
Adapted from - Florida Center for Reading Research

Reading Centre
Reinforce skills in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

concepts of print
print awareness
phonemic and phonological awareness
word recognition
reading strategies
elements of story
literary elements and devices
vocabulary to talk about texts

centre where students can read books and talk about books and
write about books
levelling of books is an important element for differentiation
modelling of choosing "just right reads" helps to make this centre
successful

Writing Centre
Reinforce skills in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

elements of story
literary elements and devices
text features
writing processes
sentence structure
conventions
creation of stories and other texts
planning and creation of a variety of communication forms

practicing letter formation & letter-sound correspondence for emergent writers
writing for a variety of purposes
talking about writing with peers

Dramatic Play / Oral Language Centre
Reinforce skills in:
•
•
•
•
•
•

structure of story
planning & creating stories
literary elements and devices
oral language strategies
reading strategies
exploration of oral storytelling processes

useful for improving reading comprehension and fluency
encourages creative expression and social interactions
supports listening, speaking, and thinking skills

Word Work Centre
Reinforce skills in:
•
•
•
•
•

phonemic and phonological awareness
concepts of print
print awareness
letter formation
word patterns, word families

a lot of differentiation needed at this centre to reflect the variety of student
strengths and needs
variety of choices should be available at this centre
careful not to have too many materials or cleanup can be a challenge!

DON’T FORGET!
Word Work doesn’t just live in your Word Work
block of time in your timetable!
"

Word Work is best taught across the day in different activities at different
times

"

use the other components of your Comprehensive Literacy program to add in
and reinforce what you’ve taught in Word Work

cat

Adapted from - Units of Study in Phonics Institute - Reading and Writing Project - Columbia University

Student Reflection & Self-Assessment
options for student engagement and activities:
!

charts/sorting activities

!

lists

!

collages

!

photos

!

collections

!

podcasts

!

comic strips

!

poems

!

dioramas/displays/models

!

puppet shows

!

dramatic presentations

!

questions and conversations

!

graphic organizers

!

oral reflections

!

illustrations

!

stories - original or reimagining

!

interviews

!

videos

!

letters

!

visual timelines

adapted from - POPEY Planning Strategies to Consider

and - Supporting the Self-Assessment and Reporting of Core Competencies - Ministry of Education

